close to the Stars, close to the Earth…

CAELESTIS CHARITY AUCTION FOR WWF
Art & Wine

Online Auction of Art & Cælestis Biodynamic Wine in aid of WWF
Each of the 6 pieces donated by the upcoming artists from various countries is paired with
a bottle of Cælestis Saint-Emilion Grand Cru Classé biodynamic wine, vintage 2011 from the prestigious
Château Fonroque, bearing a label designed by renowned contemporary artist Peter Doig (b. 1959).
The original donated by Peter Doig was auctioned on 30th of July 2015 for £40 000 (56 453 Euros)!
Online bidding for 6 artwork pieces & Cælestis Grand Cru Classé wine
until 24th January 2016 at:
http://mctears.co.uk/live/
100% of all funds raised go to WWF
Note: Each buyer needs to cover art postage costs to reimburse each student.

"Young vine" (30 cm x 50 cm). Oil
painting painted with a brush by
the student at the CPGE applied
arts 2nd year at the 'lycée Rive
Gauche', Toulouse, FRANCE.
Description by the artist: 'The
painting represents young Syrah
vine during the first harvesting in
the vineyards in the 'Côtes du
Marmandais'. The emphasis is
put on two grapes as well as
central leaves which have a
higher level of realism.
Tiphaine de Lafforest, FRANCE

"Glimpse of Pure Happiness" (24 cm x
30 cm). Acrylic paint with brushes on
canvas board by Hope Flynn, student
at the OCAD University, Toronto,
CANADA. Description by the artist:
'My painting captures a moment in
time, where one feels the happiest.
This woman feels the most joy when
she tastes pure wine while watching
the starry sky.'

Hope Flynn, CANADA

Mr. Li Li, CHINA

Exclusive
traditional
Chinese fan with Panda
specially
created
in
honour of the vital
conservation work of
WWF by the professional
painter
and
wildlife
photographer Mr. Li Li
from China who captures
magnificently
the
essence of ancient art
and
nature:
http://www.heibaolili.co
m/

"Reminiscence" (40 cm x 40
cm). Painted with acryl paint
on canvas by the hobby artist
who graduated from the art
school Rosetta Art Centre,
London, UK. Description by
the artist: 'My inspiration for
healthy living in complete
harmony
with
nature
wherever people live.'
Anna Zdebska, POLAND

"Grape souvenirs" (70 cm x 50.5
cm). Drawn with pastels by the
hobby artist who graduated from
the Faculty of Chemistry,
University of Warsaw, POLAND.
Description by the artist: 'My
sweet grape souvenirs are
associated
with
hot
Mediterranean holidays.'

"Harvest" (30 cm x 42 cm).
Acrylic paint with brushes on
canvas board by Hope Flynn,
student
at
the
OCAD
University, Toronto, CANADA.
Description by the artist: ‘As
the daylight breaks, it
illuminates the vineyard. The
light exposes the harvest
grapes that will eventually be
picked up and brought to a
winery to become a flavourful
wine'.

Ewa Dolecka Młoduchowska, POLAND

Hope Flynn, CANADA

Cælestis is a French non-profit-making charitable and educational voluntary association and the only association which raises funds
regularly in aid of WWF with the support of celebrities at an international level and draws public attention to the environmental
impact of production and consumption (of wine in particular)
Learn more at: www.caelestis-bio.com Follow Cælestis on:
Alcohol abuse is dangerous to your health. Drink in moderation. Consume responsibly.

